
Chamber Member Spotlight - Robin’s Confections

“In every conceivable manner, the family is a link to our past, and

a bridge to our future”, wrote American author Alex Haley. For

the team at Robin’s Confections, this quote grows increasingly

true day in and day out. The family-owned business was founded

in 2012 when Robin’s Step-father, Bob Gartland, was frustrated

that his company Gartland Distribution had ongoing shortages of

Needhams. Thus Robin’s Confections was born.

In the early stages of the business, Bob and his wife Kate gutted out

the basement of their home and built a commercial kitchen where

Robin was able to work on creating her delicious products. Not long

after, with continued growth, their small kitchen in the basement

was not sufficient anymore. They decided to purchase “The House

at the Top of the Hill”, the building located at 586 Alfred St. in Biddeford, that had previously

been used as a doctor’s office. The team converted it into a beautiful retail facility that also

houses their production facility.

Robin’s Confection started out primarily making Maine’s famous Needhams. A Needham

is a sweet treat that is traditionally made with Chocolate, Coconut, and… Potatoes. It is believed

that Needhams originated in the 1800s when a local candy company based out of Portland

created the tasty product and named it after a popular Evangelical preacher, George Needham.

As Robin’s Confections have grown, their product selection has equally expanded. Some of their

other popular treats include chocolate-covered Oreos, chocolate-covered peanut butter pretzels,

chocolate-covered whoopie pies, and a wide variety

of candy.

One of the things that makes Robin’s

Confections so special is the fact that many of

Robin’s products are freshly made each day. They

uniquely designed the interior of their building to

include an open view into the back where you can



easily look in and watch the production process as it occurs in the kitchen. This

“made-from-scratch” homemade approach is obvious when you eat any of their delicious

offerings.

The family at Robin’s includes not only the Gartlands but all of their employees as well,

who work together diligently to create an amazing environment and culture that Robin says

makes her enjoy coming to work every day. Their efforts have resulted in many loyal customers

that enjoy interacting with the team in the store year-round, or who purchase Robin’s

Confections products at other locations around New England via the distribution side of their

business. If you haven’t stopped in yet to meet them and try their amazing products, we invite

you to do so asap!


